Single-marker family-based association analysis conditional on parental information.
Family-based designs have been commonly used in association studies. Different family structures such as extended pedigrees and nuclear families, including parent-offspring triads and families with multiple affected siblings (multiplex families), can be ascertained for family-based association analysis. Flexible association tests that can accommodate different family structures have been proposed. The pedigree disequilibrium test (PDT) (Am J Hum Genet 67:146-154, 2000) can use full genotype information from general (possibly extended) pedigrees with one or multiple affected siblings but requires parental genotypes or genotypes of unaffected siblings. On the other hand, the association in the presence of linkage (APL) test (Am J Hum Genet 73:1016-1026, 2003) is restricted to nuclear families with one or more affected siblings but can infer missing parental genotypes properly by accounting for identity-by-descent (IBD) parameters. Both the PDT and APL are powerful association tests in the presence of linkage and can be used as complementary tools for association analysis. This chapter introduces these two tests and compares their properties. Recommendations and notes for performing the tests in practice are provided.